Brain Games For Kids #1 (Brain Games Kids)
**Synopsis**

Many educators agree that puzzles and games are among the best ways to engage children in the thinking process. Now the popular Brain Games series is available in a children's edition. Brain Games for Kids #1 is packed with crossword puzzles, word searches, math puzzles, mazes, picture puzzles, and more. Each fun game and puzzle will give your child's brain a boost, improving language skills, logical thinking, and analytical reasoning. Puzzles are arranged by level of difficulty from 1 to 5, and answers to every puzzle are included at the back of the book. The fun-filled exercises in this book promote these different areas of learning for children: Analysis Attention Computation Creative thinking General knowledge Language Logic Planning Problem solving Spatial planning Spatial reasoning Spatial visualization Visual search Brain Games for Kids #1 includes the following types of puzzles for children that can enhance cognitive functions: Anagrams Crossword puzzles Cryptograms Language puzzles Logic puzzles Math puzzles Memory puzzles Mazes Observation and perspective puzzles Sequencing games Visual logic puzzles Word searches Brain Games for Kids #1 is spiral-bound and portable, with a sturdy cover that resists rips and tears, making it perfect for home or on the road. Brain Games for Kids #1 will entertain children while stimulating the learning process.
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**Customer Reviews**

I used this as a resource book for substitute teaching, and I loved it. There are quite a few fun down-time activities that kids will actually do. I plan to use it in the future when my daughter is old enough. I think it would make a great gift for a 3-5 grader.
I bought this for my Mother who is 88. She loves doing Word Search and especially likes this book because of the large print (doesn’t need her magnifying glass!) and the spiral binding which makes it easier for her to maneuver.

Brain Games Word Searches Large print is good on the older eyes. Not only does it make you think about what words you are attempting to locate it also improves your spelling ability/skills. Each morning I look forward to my work search project.

I bought one for 2 of my grandchildren to share-ages 5 & 9. They enjoyed the games so much I had to buy one for each. My other granddaughter-age 6 loved it too, and her mom is getting her education degree in elementary teaching and wanted one for her studies. She had been photocopying pages from the book. Great fun games for learning!

I recently gifted this to my mother. She really likes the big font but there is one problem, the puzzles are a little on the easy side. I have no regrets making the purchase as she truly enjoys looking for the words but I have to say it is not something that takes her long. Even my father was able to finish one page in 5 mins and he isn’t an avid word searcher like my mom. In the future I would like it if there were more difficult puzzles b/c being slightly blind doesn’t mean you can’t do more challenging puzzles.

My daughter is just raving about how terrific this book is - so I ordered it! She says her 6 and 9 year old sons ASK for it and it’s become a “family” activity every day. It MUST be great!

My 7 year old daughter loved this book and breezed right through it. She loves a challenge and found some of the puzzles to cause her to think.

My son received this book for Christmas and we have been having a lot of fun working on all of the puzzles in the book. He has not got bored with it at all and does a few of them each night. The puzzles are fun and challenging and are a great way to keep kids entertained with something that will have them using their brains to solve the different puzzles included in the book. I would highly recommend Brain Games for Kids.